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Abstract

Alongside mean increases in poleward moisture transport (PMT) to the Arctic, most climate models also project a linear

increase in the interannual variability (IAV) with future warming. It is still uncertain to what extent atmospheric rivers (ARs)

contribute to both the mean and the IAV increase of PMT. We analyzed large-ensemble climate simulations to 1) explore the

link between PMT and ARs in the present-day (PD) and in two warmer climates (+2°C and +3°C compared to pre-industrial

global mean temperature), 2) assess the dynamic contribution to changes in future ARs, and 3) analyze the effect of ARs on

Arctic climate on interannual timescales. We find that the share of AR-related PMT (ARPMT) to PMT increases from 42% in

the PD to 53% in the +3°C climate. The increase in AR-frequency and intensity is almost exclusively caused by significantly

higher atmospheric moisture levels, while dynamic changes can regionally amplify or dampen the moisture-induced increase

in ARs. The amount of ARs reaching the Arctic in any given region and season strongly depends on the regional jet stream

position and speed southwest of this region. Our results indicate that positive ARPMT anomalies are profoundly linked to

increased surface air temperature and precipitation, especially in the colder seasons, and have a predominantly negative effect

on sea ice. AR events are expected to strongly affect Arctic climate variability in the future, when any AR-induced temperature

anomaly occurs in an already warmer Arctic and a larger share of precipitation falls as rain.
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Key Points:10

• The additional poleward moisture transport in warmer climates is almost exclu-11

sively due to atmospheric rivers.12

• Higher atmospheric moisture levels are dominant in setting future atmospheric rivers13

increases, while dynamical changes are of secondary importance.14

• Atmospheric rivers are closely related to changes in regional mid-latitude jet prop-15

erties and have a strong local effect on the Arctic climate.16
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Abstract18

Alongside mean increases in poleward moisture transport (PMT) to the Arctic, most cli-19

mate models also project a linear increase in the interannual variability (IAV) with future20

warming. It is still uncertain to what extent atmospheric rivers (ARs) contribute to both21

the mean and the IAV increase of PMT. We analyzed large-ensemble climate simulations22

to 1) explore the link between PMT and ARs in the present-day (PD) and in two warmer23

climates (+2°C and +3°C compared to pre-industrial global mean temperature), 2) as-24

sess the dynamic contribution to changes in future ARs, and 3) analyze the effect of ARs25

on Arctic climate on interannual timescales. We find that the share of AR-related PMT26

(ARPMT) to PMT increases from 42% in the PD to 53% in the +3°C climate. The in-27

crease in AR-frequency and intensity is almost exclusively caused by significantly higher28

atmospheric moisture levels, while dynamic changes can regionally amplify or dampen the29

moisture-induced increase in ARs. The amount of ARs reaching the Arctic in any given30

region and season strongly depends on the regional jet stream position and speed southwest31

of this region. Our results indicate that positive ARPMT anomalies are profoundly linked32

to increased surface air temperature and precipitation, especially in the colder seasons, and33

have a predominantly negative effect on sea ice. AR events are expected to strongly affect34

Arctic climate variability in the future, when any AR-induced temperature anomaly occurs35

in an already warmer Arctic and a larger share of precipitation falls as rain.36

Plain Language Summary37

With ongoing global warming, the amount of moisture transported to the Arctic — and its38

interannual variability (or year-to-year fluctuations) — will increase. While the former can39

be explained by a higher water holding capacity of the atmosphere, the cause of the latter40

is still uncertain. In this study we link the interannual variability of poleward moisture41

transport (PMT) to atmospheric rivers (ARs), which are long narrow zones of relatively42

high water vapor content. Using a fully coupled global climate model, we detected ARs in a43

present-day and two warmer climates. We find that the vast majority of the future increase44

in PMT is caused by more frequent and intense ARs. While the increase in ARs is largely45

caused by higher moisture levels, our results also point to a dynamic influence. For example,46

a regional poleward shift and increased speed of the jet stream is associated with more ARs47

to the northeast. We also see significantly higher surface temperature and precipitation48

rates near regions of anomalously high AR activity in all seasons, and a predominantly49

negative response of sea ice to ARs. These linkages persist in a warmer climate, implying50

an increase in AR-related rainfall and the intensity of high temperature events.51
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1 Introduction52

Multiple studies have recently linked the increased presence of atmospheric rivers (ARs)53

to enhanced Arctic warming, sea ice loss, and precipitation extremes (e.g. Vázquez et al.,54

2018; Barrett et al., 2020; Hegyi & Taylor, 2018; Komatsu et al., 2018; Nash et al., 2018).55

Due to their potentially severe impacts on Arctic communities and ecosystems, there is56

large interest in determining the processes behind years of high AR occurrences and inten-57

sity. While in some regions ARs can be of benefit (e.g. by supplying water to dry areas58

in the mid-latitudes), Arctic ARs are mainly associated with negative impacts: flooding of59

Arctic communities (Bachand & Walsh, 2022), melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS)60

(Wang et al., 2020; Neff, 2018; Mattingly et al., 2018), and sea ice loss (Gimeno et al., 2015;61

Wang et al., 2020; Hegyi & Taylor, 2018). Still, other studies suggest they can also supply62

protective snow mass on land and sea ice (Mattingly et al., 2018; J. Stroeve et al., 2022;63

Light et al., 2022; Nghiem et al., 2016; Webster et al., 2019; P. Zhang et al., 2023).64

In the absence of a strict physical definition of what exactly defines ARs, they commonly65

refer to low-tropospheric long narrow zones of relatively high water vapor content. Often,66

they are associated with cyclonic and anti-cyclonic activity and net moisture transports from67

lower to higher latitudes nested in large-scale circulation patterns (Zhu & Newell, 1998; Rutz68

et al., 2014; Z. Zhang et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2020; Woods et al., 2013). Compared to the69

frequent and intense AR occurence at lower latitudes, the number of ARs reaching the rela-70

tively dry and cold Arctic is small. However, a number of studies have revealed a significant71

increase in Arctic ARs in response to global warming, mainly owing to the expected in-72

crease in moisture alongside higher temperatures, following the Clausius-Clapeyron relation73

(P. Zhang et al., 2021; O’Brien et al., 2022; Allan et al., 2014; Espinoza et al., 2018).74

Next to thermodynamic causes, P. Zhang et al. (2021) and Sousa et al. (2020) attribute75

the increase in Arctic ARs to a poleward shift of the polar jet stream related to both76

thermodynamic and dynamic changes. While the cause of this poleward shift is still debated,77

most studies attribute it to a tropical ocean warming- related shift of the sinks or sources of78

Rossby waves (Rivière, 2011; Chen & Held, 2007; Kidston & Gerber, 2010; Wu et al., 2011;79

Tandon et al., 2013). The signal of this poleward shift (linked to ocean warming) is not very80

strong and inconsistent across climate models, partly because Arctic sea ice loss counteracts81

the response by favouring an equatorward shift of the jet stream (Screen et al., 2022; Ma et82

al., 2021; Smith et al., 2022; Peings & Magnusdottir, 2014; Screen et al., 2013). Screen et al.83

(2022) suggested that the equatorward shift — caused by a sea ice loss-induced decreased84

meridional temperature difference in the lower troposphere — wins over the poleward shift85

if it is constrained by observations. In most current global climate models (GCMs) however,86

the sea ice signal is (too) weak, causing the poleward shift to dominate (Yim et al., 2016;87
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Barnes & Screen, 2015; Payne et al., 2020; Hall et al., 2015). This may partly contribute to88

the general increase in simulated Arctic ARs, which are very sensitive to the mean position89

of the storm tracks.90

It is less clear how the interannual variability (IAV) of Arctic ARs (e.g. increased91

AR-IAV or variability of mean AR pathways) responds to the interplay of thermodynamic92

and dynamic changes. Overall, the response of AR variability to the combination of these93

regional and large-scale mean changes is poorly studied. Until now, years with increased94

moisture intrusions into the Arctic have been linked to anomalous pressure systems in the95

vicinity of AR-pathways, which favour the river-shaped intrusions and are often linked to96

large-scale planetary waves (Woods et al., 2013; Papritz & Dunn-Sigouin, 2020; Komatsu et97

al., 2018; Bao et al., 2006; H.-M. Kim & Kim, 2017; B.-M. Kim et al., 2017). For example,98

pronounced ridge–trough patterns during negative phases of the North Atlantic Oscillation99

(NAO) allow ARs to reach western Greenland (C. Liu & Barnes, 2015; Neff, 2018), while100

positive phases of the NAO have been associated with increased ARs over northern and101

western Norway (I. Benedict et al., 2019). These studies suggest that teleconnection patterns102

can greatly influence ARs in distinct Arctic regions. It is likely that more large-scale patterns103

such as the Arctic Oscillation may have an Arctic-wide impact, but so far there is no clear104

evidence for a significant Arctic-wide increase in ARs associated with any large-scale mode105

of climate variability.106

Based on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) 6 projections, Ma &107

Chen (2022) have further concluded that winter ARs over the Northern Pacific are strongly108

influenced by tropical sea surface temperature forcing, while ARs over the Northern Atlantic109

mainly depend on the internal variability of the atmosphere. The drivers and effects of AR110

variability in most studies have mainly been identified using observation-based or short-term111

present-day model data. To our knowledge, so far no study has evaluated Arctic ARs using112

long continuous coupled model simulations, which allows for a more robust discussion of113

AR-IAV including its drivers and impacts. Studies on future Arctic AR activity based on114

GCMs mainly address changes in the mean state of AR characteristics instead of drivers of115

IAV, focus on a particular season, or do not cover the entire Arctic region (Gao et al., 2015;116

Shields & Kiehl, 2016; Warner et al., 2015; Warner & Mass, 2017; Payne et al., 2020).117

Non-AR related Arctic studies discussing future climates point towards a considerable in-118

crease in the IAV and number of extreme rainfall and melt events over the Arctic (Bogerd119

et al., 2020; van der Wiel & Bintanja, 2021; C. Liu & Barnes, 2015), which could be severely120

affected by fluctuations of annual AR occurrences. The simulated increase in Arctic pre-121

cipitation IAV has previously been linked to the respective increase in the IAV of poleward122

moisture transport (PMT) (Bintanja et al., 2020; Bogerd et al., 2020; Skific et al., 2009a,b).123
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While the increase in mean PMT was found to mainly occur due to enhanced atmospheric124

moisture levels following atmospheric warming, the precise causes of the IAV increase are125

still uncertain (Bintanja et al., 2020; X. Zhang et al., 2013; Bogerd et al., 2020). Similar to126

the lack of knowledge concerning future AR-IAV, one of the main reasons for this is that127

PMT-IAV is largely effected by dynamic changes of the atmosphere and therefore sensitive128

to changes of the location of the jet stream and characteristics of storms reaching the Arc-129

tic. There is no established consensus around the future of planetary-scale climate modes130

and the synoptic scale circulation, which by default are chaotic in nature and sensitive to131

climatic changes (Hall et al., 2015; Payne et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2020). The combined132

increase of mean and IAV of PMT translates into an increased intensity of extreme events133

in the Arctic (Bintanja & Selten, 2014; Pendergrass et al., 2017; van der Wiel & Bintanja,134

2021), making it crucial to consider changes in variability.135

This study examines both mean and IAV changes of the intensity and frequency of136

Arctic ARs. Variability is generally best identified over relatively long time periods or stable137

climate conditions without strong changes in mean trends. In order to robustly define IAV138

changes from the present-day to future climates, we therefore assess ARs in large-ensemble 5-139

year runs branched from three different periods of the EC-Earth2.3 RCP8.5 scenario. These140

three climate runs represent the present-day climate (hereafter PD), as well as a +2°C and a141

+3°C warmer than PI climate as further described in section 2.1. By calculating ARs for the142

future climates in two different ways (see section 2.2), we aim to separate the thermodynamic143

(moisture-induced) from the dynamic (circulation-induced) effect. With this distinction we144

are able to assess whether changes in AR(-IAV) are dominantly caused by shifts in wind145

patterns or by increased integrated water vapour levels. As we foresee both regional and146

seasonal non-homogeneity in the change of ARs and their driving mechanisms, we further147

distinguish between different seasons, and define the AR responses for four different Arctic148

sectors, as described in section 2.2.149

The first part of this work (section 3.1) discusses future changes in the relation between ARs150

and PMT, while the second part (section 3.2) addresses the dynamical influence as well as151

seasonal and regional differences in these AR(-IAV) changes. Finally, section 3.3 focuses on152

the direct effects of ARs on Arctic surface air temperature (SAT), precipitation (PR), and153

sea ice concentration (SIC).154

2 Methodology155

2.1 Data156

We use three different EC-Earth2.3 large ensembles to investigate AR dynamics in157

present and future climates. Three initial-condition large ensembles were branched off from a158
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16-member historical+RCP8.5 experiment. A more detailed explanation of the construction159

of the large ensembles is given in van der Wiel et al. (2019).160

EC-Earth is a GCM based on the atmospheric integrated forecast system (IFS) of ECMWF,161

coupled to an ocean model (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean, NEMO) with162

modules for sea ice (Louvain-la-Neuve, LIM2) and land components (Tiled ECMWF Surface163

Exchanges over Land incorporating land surface hydrology, HTESSEL) (Hazeleger et al.,164

2012). To contend with a cold bias over the Arctic region (Koenigk et al., 2013), the present-165

day ensemble uses the model period 2035-2039 (experiment referred to as PD). The simulated166

global mean surface temperature (GMST) of this period best matches the observed GMST167

from 2011 to 2014. The two future climate scenarios are based on a GMST increase of 2°C168

relative to PI (2062-2066 equivalent) and a GMST increase of 3°C relative to PI (2082-2086169

equivalent). Each climate simulation consist of 2,000 simulated years of global, daily data170

at 1.125° x 1.125° resolution for the atmosphere (van der Wiel et al., 2019). For the seasonal171

analysis, we had to omit one year of each 5-year run (the first year for DJF, and the fifth172

year for remaining seasons), resulting in 1,600 years for each season and climate.173

To detect ARs and calculate PMT, we obtained the daily specific humidity and the wind174

speed in zonal and meridional directions at four pressure levels (1000, 850, 500, 200 hPa)175

from each climate ensemble. In addition, SAT, PR and SIC are analyzed to assess the176

impact of ARs on Arctic climate indicators.177

To validate the model data for the PD climate, we used monthly ERA5 reanalysis178

fields from 2005 to 2020 (Hersbach et al., 2020) and compared all variables in use here. As179

ERA5 has a higher spatial resolution of 0.25°, we regridded the field to the EC-Earth grid.180

Validation results are discussed in section 2.5.181

2.2 Detection of Arctic ARs182

The first AR detection criteria a northward directed meridional IVT-component and a183

minimum length/width ratio of 2 (Guan & Waliser, 2015). We defined the length as the184

maximum extension of an AR object, while the width is defined by the object surface area185

divided by the length. To be classified as an Arctic AR, the AR-pathway should cross 70°N.186

Generally following the detection algorithm from Rutz et al. (2014), we calculated ARs187

based on ERA5 and the three different EC-Earth climates. For each grid point, we first188

calculated the integrated water vapour transport (IVT) as:189

IV T =
1

g

∫ p1

p0

qVdp, (1)
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where g is the gravitational acceleration (m s-2), q is the specific humidity (kg kg-1), V190

is the horizontal wind vector (m s-1), consisting of a u and v component, and p0 (p1) is the191

surface pressure (upper boundary) level in hPa. We integrated from 200 hPa to 1000 hPa,192

using the 1000 hPa, 850 hPa, 500 hPa and 200 hPa pressure levels. Based on a sensitivity193

analysis with ERA5, we did not find significant differences when calculating IVT using 50194

levels from 1000-300 hPa instead of the 4 levels in this study, from which we assume suffi-195

cient accuracy of our IVT-calculation.196

197

We define local IVT thresholds based on the IVT climatology to compute ARs. While198

most of the detection algorithms covered in latest reports of the Atmospheric River Tracking199

Method Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP) agree on a minimum AR length threshold of200

2,000 kilometers (Rutz et al., 2019; Collow et al., 2022), there is higher disparity in the IVT-201

thresholds across global AR studies. This inconsistency should not be avoided according to202

Shields et al. (2018) and Rutz et al. (2019), as every study addresses a specific question.203

However, the ARTMIP community suggests to include a sensitivity analysis by conducting204

AR calculations with slight adjustments to the algorithm. In addition to the commonly used205

grid-point-based IVT>85th percentile threshold, we therefore decided to apply three varying206

minimum thresholds of 50, 70 and 90 kg m-1 s-1 to detect Arctic ARs. These minimum207

thresholds only take effect when the local 85th percentile is met, which is illustrated for the208

present-day in Figure 1 a-c. Based on our research objective and in order to be consistent209

with Nash et al. (2018) and Guan & Waliser (2015), we focus our analysis using the lowest210

minimum IVT threshold for the present-day ARs, i.e. 50 kg m-1 s-1. This choice allowed us to211

include present-day ARs with slightly lower moisture transport but potentially strong effects212

on the usually dry Arctic climate. Figure 1 a-c shows the effect of the different thresholds,213

where the mean IVT of the PD climate is plotted behind a mask of the respective minimum214

thresholds. This illustrates the regions where the minimum thresholds come into effect in215

the PD runs. The lower panel (d-f) illustrates an example of a winter AR only detected with216

the 50 kg m-1 s-1 minimum threshold, highlighting the cold and dry Greenland Ice Sheet217

(GrIS) as one of the main regions affected by the choice of threshold. On this particular218

day, the IVT value of the AR over the GrIS is between 50 and 70 kg m-1 s-1. Featured is219

also the tip of a detected AR over East Siberia excluded from our study as it does not cross220

70°N.221

For detecting ARs in the future climates, we used two different techniques:222

1) To study the absolute changes in ARs, we preserved the PD thresholds to detect223

ARs in a +2°C and +3°C warmer than PI climate (referred to as 2C and 3C hereafter).224

According to the classification provided by O’Brien et al. (2022), this choice of threshold falls225
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Figure 1: a-c: Present-day IVT>85th percentile in the EC-Earth runs, plotted behind three different masks

indicating the effect of the minimum IVT thresholds. d-f: Specific humidity from a random EC-Earth

member (in January) including an Arctic AR detected only with the lowest threshold (yellow outline over

Greenland).

under the category of ‘fixed relative’ methods, implying that the IVT value to be exceeded226

is relative to the location, but fixed in time.227

2) To study dynamic-sensitive AR changes unrelated to increased moisture levels, we228

recalculated potential future ARs using a ‘relative’ method (referred to as r2C and r3C229

hereafter). Here we calculated and used the climate-specific local IVT thresholds while230

retaining the minimum thresholds as described above. Due to increased moisture levels in231

the warmer climates, the resulting 85th percentile thresholds are thus higher, meaning that232

detected ARs in the r2C and r3C runs are more sensitive to dynamic changes. As almost233

all local 85th percentiles in the future climates exceed 50 kg m-1 s-1 (not shown), we base234

our analysis on dynamic-sensitive future ARs detected with the 70 kg m-1 s-1 minimum235

threshold, where the regions affected by the minimum threshold are very similar (Figure236

A1). This allows for a fair comparison of differences in the dynamic changes of ARs (we237

found that if we used the 50 kg m-1 s-1 minimum threshold, there was an exceptional AR238

increase over the region in Greenland, as the minimum threshold criteria only had to be239

met in the PD climate).240
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2.3 Quantification of (AR-related) PMT and AR-frequency241

To clearly distinguish poleward moisture transport (PMT) from equatorward moisture242

transport (EMT) along 70°N, we used the PMT calculation from Bengtsson et al. (2011):243

PMT =
1

g

∮
L

∫ p1

p0

qVndpdl, (2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (in m s-2), L represents the 70°N latitude244

band, p0 (p1) is the surface pressure (upper boundary) level, q is the specific humidity (kg245

kg-1), Vn the meridional wind across latitude L (in m s-1), and l the latitude (between246

70°N and 90°N). In addition to quantifying PMT (only poleward), EMT (only equatorward,247

i.e. negative PMT), and AR-related PMT (PMT across the part of the 70°N latitude band248

within AR-shapes), this method also allowed us to determine respective differences across249

longitudes along 70°N. AR-intensity is then defined as the amount of PMT within ARs at250

the 70°N latitude band.251

We define AR-frequency as the amount of AR-shapes reaching 70°N on any given day252

(e.g. 2 ARs in Figure 2). ARs that last two days are therefore counted twice (if they still253

meet all AR detection criteria).254

2.4 Division of the Arctic Region into Sectors255

As shown in previous work on Arctic moisture transport, ARs typically follow favourable256

pathways such as the Atlantic or Pacific ocean basins (e.g. Vázquez et al., 2018; Nash et257

al., 2018). Here, a substantial number of ARs also reach the 70°N latitude band from258

continental areas in addition to the common ocean pathways. Because the main drivers259

of ARs in different regions may evolve differently towards a warmer climate, we present260

AR-IAV changes on a sector basis. We divide the Arctic into four sectors separated by four261

meridians (45E, 45W, 135E, 135W) as shown in Figure 2, exemplifying 2 ARs reaching the262

Arctic in late May, one in the Canadian sector and one in the Atlantic sector. Although the263

Canadian AR also reaches the Pacific sector, we only assign one sector to each AR (the one264

with the most amount of AR area north of 70°N). The 2 ARs in the other sectors have been265

detected based on their IVT and shape, but are not counted as Arctic ARs, as they do not266

cross 70°N (i.e. they are excluded from our statistics but serve as visual demonstrations of267

AR origins).268
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Figure 2: Illustration of the division of the Arctic region into the Atlantic (cyan), the Eurasian (orange), the

Pacific (darkblue) and the Canadian (yellow) sector. Pictured is an example of 2 atmospheric rivers (ARs)

reaching the Arctic region in present-day EC-Earth, superimposed on the moisture field at 850 hPa. The

other ARs in the Eurasian and Pacific sector are not included in this study (only to visually demonstrate

origins of ARs) as they do not not pass 70°N.

2.5 Validating ARs in EC-Earth with ERA5269

Generally, there is good agreement between the frequency and intensity of ARs in EC-270

Earth and ERA5 (Figure 3d). ARs in ERA5 detected during 2005-2020 carry slightly more271

moisture (9.79 kg kg-1) than those detected in the EC-Earth ensembles (9.63 kg kg-1), while272

EC-Earth tends to detect more ARs on an annual basis (371 ARs in EC-Earth versus 346273

ARs in ERA5). Still, both are of similar magnitude given the common large variance of274

AR characteristics (O’Brien et al., 2022). As shown in Figure 3c, EC-Earth detects slightly275

less ARs over the GrIS, the West Atlantic, the Kara Sea and the Pacific Central Arctic276

than ERA5, while more ARs are detected over the North Atlantic and lower latitudes of277

most continental areas north of 70°N. Although this study only assesses ARs passing 70°N,278

we include the latitudes between 60°N and 70°N to visualize the pathway of Arctic ARs279

(the spatial mean still only refers to the area north of 70°N). When comparing AR-days280

of all grid points, EC-Earth detects 0.45 more AR-days per year than ERA5. In terms of281

spatial patterns and magnitude, these results are nearly identical across the three different282

minimum IVT thresholds (not shown).283

Additionally, we compared the variables that impact or are associated with ARs (see284

section 3.3: Impacts of ARs on Arctic climate). Figure A2 shows the difference between EC-285

Earths and ERA5s average SAT, PR and SIC. In brief, the difference in the temporal mean286

is small for all variables, while EC-Earth is cooler over Greenland and the Central Arctic287

Ocean and Pacific sector, but warmer over the the majority of the Atlantic and Eurasian288
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Figure 3: Annual mean AR-days in EC-Earth (a) and ERA5 (b). c: Spatial mean difference of annual

AR-days: EC-Earth - ERA5 (red = more AR-days in EC-Earth). d: Mean intensity (poleward moisture

transport per AR) and frequency (counted ARs per year, including duplicates for multi-day ARs) in EC-

Earth (present-day run) and ERA5 (2005-2020). Vertical grey lines represent the 95th confidence intervals

(for EC-Earth frequency only [370.5,372.4]).

sector. Correspondingly, the slightly warmer (cooler) regions in EC-Earth exhibit higher289

(lower) PR and lower (higher) SIC.290

3 Results and Discussion291

For the majority of the study we analyse future ARs detected using the ’fixed relative’292

method (2C and 3C ARs) in order to focus on the absolute changes that occur from the293

PD to warmer climates. In section 3.2 we further investigate future ARs detected using294

the ‘relative’ method (r2C and r3C ARs) to study the contribution of dynamic changes to295

future ARs.296
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Figure 4: a: Annually averaged poleward moisture transport (PMT), AR-related PMT (ARPMT), and

equatorward moisture transport (EMT) in the present-day (PD), +2°C warmer than PI (2C), and +3°C
warmer than PI (3C) climates. The increase of AR-related PMT to total PMT is illustrated by the blue

line, with the percentage of ARPMT displayed on the right y-axis. b: Interannual variability (IAV) of PMT,

ARPMT, and EMT in the three climates. The respective increases in IAV relative to the mean increase

(Coefficient of Variation, CoV) are illustrated by the blue lines, with the percentage displayed on the right

y-axis. The stars next to the CoV lines indicate that the change from climate to climate is significant

(p-value of ttest < 0.05).

3.1 Changes in (AR-related) Poleward Moisture Transport297

In order to discuss climate-related AR-changes in the context of increased PMT, we first298

identify the spatial mean changes of moisture transport across 70°N. We note an increase in299

annual mean PMT towards warmer climates (Figure 4a), consistent with previous studies300

(Bintanja et al., 2020; Bogerd et al., 2020; P. Zhang et al., 2021). Furthermore, the relative301

percentage of ARPMT to total PMT increases by 11%, which is roughly consistent across302

all four seasons (Figure 5a,c,d,g). The relative percentage of ARPMT is much higher in303

the warmer months (in all three climates), which is partly a side effect of our choice of304

an annually uniform IVT threshold. Nash et al. (2018) used seasonal-specific thresholds305

and still found that the share of Arctic ARPMT to total PMT is largest in summer. The306

increase in ARPMT/PMT ratio alongside an increase in mean PMT appears in all seasons,307

and indicates that the extra PMT is mainly caused by more frequent and/or more intense308

ARs. Annually averaged, 95% of the additional PMT from the PD to the 3C climate is309

transported through ARs (∆ARPMT /∆PMT = 0.948). Obviously, this number is very310

sensitive to the AR definition: here we refer to ARPMT in the 3C experiment, and thus all311

relatively concentrated PMT plumes can easily exceed the IVT>85th percentile threshold312

of the PD climate and be counted as an AR.313

Although PMT-IAV also linearly increases from the PD to the 3C climate (Figure 4b),314

the variability increase is moderate compared to that of the mean. This is demonstrated by315
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a small (and insignificant) decrease in the Coefficient of Variation (CoV; standard deviation316

divided by the mean) of PMT from PD to warmer climates (blue lines in Figure 4b). While317

the negative CoV trend of PMT is small and mainly insignificant in our simulations and in318

CMIP6 data, it is present in all seasons, and even significant in spring (from PD to 2C; Figure319

5b). Using the simplified PMT method (area-averaged precipitation minus evaporation) in320

contrast suggests a small disproportional increase in PMT-IAV relative to its mean (i.e.321

slightly increased CoV). A small disproportional increase of variability is also apparent in the322

CMIP5 (Bintanja et al., 2020) and CMIP6 simulations (tested based on 31 CMIP6 models,323

where the change in PMT-CoV was also not significant). One reason for the inconsistency324

in the sign of the CoV across different methods may be that the simplified PMT calculation325

assesses the net moisture to and from the Arctic, which thus does not distinguish poleward326

from equatorward moisture transport (EMT). This idea is supported by the slight increase327

in EMT (Figure 4b) in our simulations (which however is not significant at least on an328

annually averaged basis), and highlights the importance of strictly differentiating between329

the northward and southward component of moisture transport.330

Our results thus suggest that the increase in (strictly northward) PMT-IAV is fairly331

weak and mainly a secondary effect of increased mean PMT. The CoV of AR-related PMT332

also decreases significantly, both annually (Figure 4b) and in all seasons (Figure 5b,d,f,h),333

implying a more consistent, relatively less variable AR-associated moisture transport to334

the Arctic in warmer climates. This CoV decrease of ARPMT can thus explain the CoV335

decrease in total PMT, taking into account the high ARPMT-to-PMT share in warmer336

climates (Figure 4a).337

To summarize, Arctic ARs transport nearly all additional poleward moisture in future338

climates, and their contribution to Arctic moisture transport becomes more consistent and339

relatively less variable. We found that ARPMT is slightly lower using the two higher340

thresholds (Figure A3), but the results were not qualitatively effected by this. So far, the AR341

changes towards the warmer climates are based on the simulations where the same moisture342

threshold as that for the PD detection is used. We will now also assess the climate-relative343

AR simulations (r2C and r3C) to investigate if the changes are at least partly dynamically-344

driven. Additionally, we address whether the increase in AR-related PMT is caused by345

increased frequency or intensity of ARs.346

3.2 Dynamic and Thermodynamic Changes of ARs and AR-IAV across347

Seasons and Sectors348

Based on the results above, this section addresses the following questions:349
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Figure 5: As in Figure 4, but on a seasonal basis and without equatorward moisture transport (EMT).

a&b: Spring (MAM). c&d: Summer (JJA). d&f: Autumn (SON). g&h: Winter (DJF).
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1) Where and when do ARs and AR variability increase most, and are these changes partly350

circulation-driven or due to higher moisture levels?351

2) What increases more: the frequency or the intensity of ARs and AR variability?352

3) Does the jet position (latitude) drive the interannual variability of Arctic ARs?353

To address these questions simultaneously, we present regional and seasonal changes354

while introducing changes in the characteristics of ARs detected using climate-relative IVT355

thresholds (ARs in the r2C and r3C simulations).356

3.2.1 Where and when do ARs and AR variability increase most, and are357

these changes partly circulation-driven?358

Here we discuss dynamic and thermodynamic changes in the occurrence of ARs and359

their variability. The strongest increase in AR-days from the PD to the 3C climate occurs360

over the North Atlantic storm track region, the western GrIS and Northwestern Canada361

(Figure 6b), where ARs are already most frequent (Figure 6a). North of 70°N, the occur-362

rence of AR-days increases by 15 days per year (mainly in summer and autumn; Figure363

A4c&e), with up to 26 additional days over the North Atlantic. Most ARs reaching the364

deeper Arctic in warmer climates originate from the Atlantic sector (across the Norwegian365

Sea), which is in line with current trends (Vázquez et al., 2018), and applies to all seasons366

(Figure A4). These ARs are of particular importance, as, from a relative perspective, AR-367

days increase most over the Central Arctic Ocean (Figure 6c). In particular, ARs over the368

Northeast GrIS, as well as regions north of the Fram Strait and the Barents Sea occur more369

than twice as often in the 3C compared to the PD climate. This could imply a dynamical370

(northward) shift of ARs, but the Central Arctic is also the region where the relative increase371

in specific humidity is strongest (Figure 7c), which increases the likelihood of fulfilling the372

detection criteria.373

In fact, we do not find a substantial increase in annual mean Arctic AR-days if we ad-374

just the IVT threshold (r3C experiment; Figure 6d), which further implies that the absolute375

increase is mainly moisture-driven. Rather, the dynamic response is mostly negative (fewer376

AR-days), especially over the GrIS. In r3C, there are up to 6 fewer AR-days over the GrIS377

and 2-3 fewer AR-days over the majority of the Arctic Ocean, except for the Atlantic sector.378

The wind components and the sea level pressure (SLP) change from the PD to the 3C cli-379

mate indicate an strengthening of the Greenland Blocking High (GBH): while SLP decreases380

over the entire Arctic Ocean, it increases over the Central GrIS (Figure 7d), corresponding381

to a strengthening (weakening) of meridional winds east (west) of Greenland (Figure 7g).382

Although the regional patterns and changes in magnitude may be model-dependent, these383
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Figure 6: Left panel: Present-day annual AR-days per grid point (a), and their absolute increase towards

the 3C climate (b). Side plot c shows this increase relative to the location. d: Same as b) but based on the

r3C runs, thus representing differences in AR-days caused by mainly dynamic changes. Right panel (e-h):

Same as left panel except for interannual variability (standard deviation of annual means).

trends have already been identified using observation-based data, and linked to enhanced384

summer and winter moisture transport to the GrIS (Barrett et al., 2020; Rimbu et al., 2007).385

In EC-Earth, the increase in Greenland blocking only occurs during winter and spring (Fig-386

ure A4i,l), while in summer we see a decrease (Figure A4j,k). As the majority of our ARs387

occur during summer (due to the annual mean IVT threshold), this can explain why the388

dynamic-induced annually averaged contribution to future ARs over Greenland is negative389

(Figure 6d). The annual mean zonal wind response in the warmer EC-Earth climate in-390

dicates an intensification of the North Atlantic storm tracks (in line with most GCMs as391

mentioned above), and decreased westerlies on the Pacific side (Figure 7i). The strength of392

meridional winds in the eastern part of the Pacific increases, but decreases in the western393

and the northern part of the Pacific Arctic Ocean sector (Figure 7g). These circulation394

changes towards warmer climates partly drive the dynamic-sensitive AR response (Figure395

6d): fewer AR-days in the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean, and a weak increase (up to396

2 more AR-days) over the Barents and Kara seas in the North Atlantic vicinity. However,397
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Figure 7: Present-day annual mean fields at 850 hPA of a: moisture (q); d: sea level pressure (slp); f:

meridional winds (v); and h: zonal winds (u), and the difference towards the 3C climate (b,e,g,i respectively).

For the moisture field, the relative increase is shown in c.

this trend is dominated by the summer season, while we see fewer (more) AR-days in the398

Atlantic (Pacific) sector towards the winter months (Figure A4). In section 3.2.3 we analyze399

the relationship of ARs and atmospheric patterns on interannual time scales on a seasonal400

basis.401

The spatial pattern of IAV of present-day Arctic AR-days is closely related to the402

mean distribution, i.e. regions with higher AR occurrences also show larger year-to-year403

fluctuations (Figure 6e). Likewise, the IAV of AR-days increases most over the Atlantic404

sector of the Central Arctic Ocean (Figure 6f). Although the increase in mean AR-days405

is stronger over the West than over the East of Greenland, the variability increases most406

over the Northeast (Figure 6b; again only in summer and autumn, reversed in winter and407

spring - not shown). Especially from a local-% perspective, the IAV of ARs reaching the408

Northeast GrIS increases significantly (Figure 6g). That said, the local-% increase in IAV409
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is small across the entire Arctic (28% on average) compared to the local-% mean increase410

(63% on average) (Figure 6c). This aligns with the decrease in the CoV of ARPMT towards411

warmer climates (Figure 4b).412

The reduced AR-day variability in response to global warming is partly caused by413

dynamic changes: in r3C, the IAV of AR-days is lower than at present in almost all Arctic414

regions (Figure 6h; but the difference is very small). It decreases most over Greenland and415

the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean (following the r3C mean - Figure 6d), however also416

over the Atlantic sector. While mean changes in the Arctic climate (for example increased417

PR and SAT) are mainly caused by local processes such as evaporation in response to sea418

ice loss, the IAV of Arctic climate variables is more sensitive to changes in atmospheric419

dynamics and lower latitudes (Bintanja et al., 2020; Higgins & Cassano, 2009; Bogerd et al.,420

2020; Gimeno-Sotelo et al., 2019).421

To conclude, our simulations project an increase in absolute AR-days over the entire422

Arctic in a warmer climate. Even over regions such as the GrIS, where we see a reduction423

in wind transport associated with increased blocking, the increase in moisture levels result424

in increased AR-days, with severe potential impacts on surface melting (Mattingly et al.,425

2018; Neff, 2018). While we highlight strong seasonal differences, the dynamic response of426

AR occurrence to global warming partly explains why the majority of future ARs reach the427

Arctic from the Atlantic instead of the Pacific sector. As such, our results are linked with428

the assumption of a poleward shift of the North Atlantic storm tracks (Yim et al., 2016;429

Barnes & Screen, 2015; Payne et al., 2020; Hall et al., 2015, e.g.). Although the IAV of430

AR-days increases across the entire Arctic, we find that this increase is weak compared to431

that of the mean. This result aligns with the decreased CoV of ARPMT, and is likely a sign432

of the different processes governing mean versus IAV changes.433

3.2.2 What increases more: The frequency or the intensity of ARs and AR434

variability?435

In this part we discuss future changes in the frequency and intensity of Arctic ARs.436

Although AR-intensity and AR-frequency are partly linked (higher moisture levels allow for437

more detected ARs), this analysis provides additional insights on the potential impact per438

AR. The results above already indicate an increase in AR-days, while higher humidity levels439

(Figure 7b) further suggest that most future ARs will also carry more moisture. As the440

IAV increase of AR-days is relatively weak compared to the mean increase (Figure 6), this441

section will reveal whether this is due to a decreased CoV of AR-frequency or AR-intensity442

(explained in section 2.3), or both.443
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Figure 8: a: Annually averaged intensity (PMT per AR, blue) and frequency (counted ARs, green) in a

present-day (PD), +2°C warmer than PI (2C), and +3°C warmer than PI (3C) climate. Bars with white

circles represent the respective indices for the relative (r2C and r3C) climate ensembles. b: Same as a) but

for interannual variability (IAV), defined as the standard deviation of annual means.

Figure 8a illustrates how both the intensity and frequency of Arctic ARs increase almost444

linearly from the PD over the 2C to the 3C climate. The intensity of ARs in the r2C and r3C445

simulations is not significantly higher than in the 2C and 3C climates, and the frequency446

of r2C and r3C ARs is even (negligibly) lower (366 and 364 ARs yr−1) compared to the447

PD level (371 ARs yr−1). In agreement with the previous findings, these results suggest448

that both the increased intensity and frequency in warmer climates are mostly a response449

to higher moisture levels instead of dynamic changes.450

The dynamic influence on increased IAV of AR-frequency is likewise minor (Figure 8b).451

However, we do note a significantly stronger increase in the IAV of AR-intensity in r2C452

and r3C compared to 2C and 3C, which suggests that the annually averaged transported453

moisture per AR in warmer climates strongly depends on atmospheric dynamics. A reason454

for this may be that in 2C and 3C, variations of AR-intensity are lower because there are455

more (including weaker) ARs detected. Furthermore, these spatially averaged changes in456

intensity and frequency could be subject to compensations between different Arctic sectors.457

The increases in intensity and frequency of ARs are of similar magnitude in all Arctic458

sectors (Figure 9a&b). To investigate frequency and intensity changes on regional scales,459

we focus on the four Arctic sectors (Figure 2). By scaling the changes in IAV by the mean460

changes of each sector (i.e. CoV), we examine whether increased fluctuations in AR activity461

are only a result of increases in the mean. For these analyses, we only focus on the 2C462

and 3C ARs, as the r2C and r3C simulations indicate similar results in terms of the CoV463

patterns. In the PD climate, ARs from the Pacific sector are most intense, while ARs464

from the Atlantic sector are significantly more frequent. The relatively low intensity over465

the Atlantic and Canadian sectors is likely due to the low humidity in the vicinity of the466

cold GrIS. However, the intensity of Atlantic sector ARs significantly increases towards the467
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Figure 9: a: Annually averaged intensity (PMT per AR, a) and frequency (counted ARs, b) in the PD, 2C

and 3C climates c&d: Same as a&b but for interannual variability (IAV, defined as the standard deviation

of annual means). e&f: IAV as in c&d scaled by the mean changes in a&b.
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3C climate, reaching similar levels as those of Pacific sector ARs (Figure 9a). Despite the468

relatively low mean intensity of Atlantic sector ARs, the annually averaged amount of PMT469

per AR fluctuates most over the Atlantic sector (Figure 9c). This may be caused by years470

with many ARs over Greenland (lower mean intensity), alternating with years with few ARs471

over Greenland (higher mean intensity). Otherwise, the IAV of AR-intensity and frequency472

roughly corresponds to the respective mean states in each sector and likewise increases over473

all sectors (Figure 9c&d). The CoV changes emphasize the anomalously high IAV of AR-474

intensity over the Atlantic sector (Figure 9e), while the clearly reduced CoV of AR-frequency475

indicates that the number of ARs over the Atlantic sector is relatively constant compared476

to other sectors (Figure 9f). Most notably, the CoV of AR-frequency significantly decreases477

in all sectors towards warmer climates. Meanwhile, the CoV of AR-intensity significantly478

increases in all sectors.479

These results reveal that the decrease in the CoV of ARPMT (section 3.1; indicating480

more consistent ARPMT) is not caused by a decrease in the CoV of AR-intensity, but by481

AR-frequency (also shown by reduced AR-days, section 3.2.1). In other words, the number482

of ARs reaching the Arctic becomes more consistent and relatively less variable. In contrast,483

the IAV in the intensity of future ARs increases disproportionately to the mean increase.484

This is crucial as it reveals that while ARs are getting significantly more consistent, there is485

increased uncertainty around the amount of moisture ARs carry in any given year (partly486

caused by increased sizes of future ARs). It is therefore of interest to examine the causes487

of years with anonymously high or low AR-related moisture transport to the Arctic, as488

discussed hereafter.489

3.2.3 Does the jet position (latitude) drive the interannual variability of490

Arctic ARs?491

Here we examine whether the changes in jet stream location are linked to a change in492

AR activity, depending on the season and sector. Determining the relationship of jet stream493

latitude and AR activity on an interannual basis may further help to explain whether mean494

changes in ARs from the PD to a warmer climate are partly caused by jet stream shifts. This495

is of relevance, as the mean poleward shift of the jet stream in GCMs may be underestimated496

(Screen et al., 2022), potentially resulting in inaccurate AR-responses to warmer climates497

(including this study). On the other hand, the potential underestimation of future Arctic498

sea ice loss (Z. Liu et al., 2021; Notz & Community, 2020; J. C. Stroeve et al., 2012) and499

the atmosphere response simulated by GCMs (Smith et al., 2022) could imply an equivalent500

underestimation of the equatorward jet shift (Ma et al., 2021). Hence, studying the effects501
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Figure 10: a-d: Seasonal averages of the sea ice extent (SIC >15%) and mean jet latitude in the four

sectors, for the present-day (PD) and the +3°C warmer than PI (3C) climate. Vertical blue (red) lines left

(right) of the mean jet latitudes represent the respective 95% confidence intervals. e-f: Respective mean jet

speed averaged intensity and 95% confidence intervals.

of jet latitude on Arctic ARs on an interannual basis provides information on both ends and502

offers a reference to different jet and AR scenarios.503

To determine changes in the jet stream, we first average the zonal wind at 850 hPA,504

broadly following Woollings et al. (2010) (we use seasonal values, a fixed pressure level, and505

various sectors). The mean jet speed in each sector, season and climate is then defined as506

the maximum westerly wind speed between 30° and 70°. The mean latitude of the jet is507

quantified by averaging these maximums over the latitudes. We also performed the same508

analysis using the method applied by Zappa et al. (2018) and Screen et al. (2022), which509

did not significantly affect results.510

Figure 10a-d shows the mean jet latitude for the PD to the 3C climates, as well as the511

respective mean sea ice extents. In all seasons and most sectors, the shift of the mean jet512

latitude is minimal. The poleward shift towards warmer climates as found in some GCMs513

is only apparent in the Atlantic and Canadian sector during summer and autumn (Figure514

10b&c). In all other seasons and sectors the shift of the mean jet latitude is minimal, except515

for an equatorward shift of the winter and spring jet stream latitude over Northern Eurasia.516

Such spatial differences highlight that the weak jet stream response of the zonally averaged517

mean is partly a result of regional compensations. Furthermore, the weak mean response518

to future warming does not entail a lack of response, but may still fit into the picture of a519

more wavy and varying jet stream (Francis & Vavrus, 2015; Overland, 2021), which does520
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not require a change in mean latitude. Regarding jet speed (Figure 10e-h), we also find no521

significant spatially or seasonally consistent trends, although different choices in the sector522

division and size might yield stronger responses. In spite of weak mean changes, a consistent523

pattern is found in that all sector-specific poleward (equatorward) shifts are associated with524

increased (decreased) jet speeds.525

Next, we discuss whether the IAV of jet stream characteristics influences Arctic ARs.526

We find that in all regions a poleward shift of the seasonal jet latitude is typically associated527

with more (less) ARs east (west) of the respective region (Figure 11a-d). The reason for the

Figure 11: Above: Annual mean of seasonal regressions of the jet latitude in each sector with local AR-days

for the PD (a-d) and 3C (e-h) climate. Dotted regions represent areas where the regression is significant

(p-value < 0.05) in all seasons. Below: Same as above but for regional jet speeds. Yellow lines represent the

70°N latitude band and sector divisions. Colour scales represent the change in the amount of AR-days per

year that a 1° shift in latitude (a-h) or a 1m s−1

change in wind speed (i-p) would induce.
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decrease in ARs at the western side of each sector is partly caused by a concurrent increase528

in jet speed (Figure 11i-l), forcing the poleward oriented moisture further west than usual.529

Over the Pacific Ocean, anomalously higher jet speeds can reduce the amount of annual530

ARs over the entire sector by 5 less AR-days, and can instead force these ARs to reach531

Northern Canada (Figure 11k). The reason for why this pattern is less obvious over the532

Atlantic Ocean is likely due to the choice of our sector division (the Atlantic sector includes533

considerably more land regions with reduced wind speeds; Figure 10, e-h). Similarly, years534

in which the Canadian jet is stronger (and located further north) results in increased AR-535

days over the Atlantic (Figure 11d,l). Our results further suggest a comparable influence536

across sectors on ARs reaching the Arctic, implying that the net amount of ARs reaching537

the Arctic in any given year is influenced and likely compensated by regional differences in538

jet speed and latitude. These regional differences highlight the importance of examining jet539

sections rather than global mean jet properties.540

In a +3°C warmer climate relative to PI, we find stronger regressions between jet stream541

latitude (Figure 11 e-h) and Arctic AR-days (Figure 11 m-p). To first degree, these higher542

regression coefficients are likely a by-product of an Arctic-wide increase in AR-days (Figure543

6b). From this we can once more infer that the overall increase in Arctic ARs is not primarily544

caused by dynamic changes. That said, we find a warming-induced increase in the amount545

of grid points north of 70°N which are significantly influenced by jet variations, indicating546

that the Arctic climate under continued warming will be more connected to the dynamics547

in lower latitudes. In other words, while the main increase in ARs in our 3C simulations548

is mainly a result of increased moisture (thermodynamic), the dynamic component is still549

required to transport the moisture to even higher latitudes. The assumption of a weak550

future poleward shift of the jet latitude in the Atlantic sector during summer and autumn551

(Figure 10b&c) would thus favour more ARs over the Barents and Kara Sea, and less ARs552

over Greenland. Such a pattern indeed appears in the dynamic AR-response to increased553

warming (Figure 6d), suggesting that the local trends in dynamic AR-responses are partly554

caused by a poleward shift of the Atlantic jet. The regressions showed very similar patterns555

across seasons (with strongest regressions in summer due to higher AR occurrences).556

To summarize, we did not find significant changes in the mean location and speed of the557

jet stream (in agreement with most GCMs), apart from a slight poleward shift in warmer558

seasons in the Atlantic and Canadian sectors. It is important to note that these weak/non-559

existent mean shifts 1) do not imply that the dynamical behaviour jet streams and storm560

tracks in the models are unaffected by global warming, and 2) are potentially ’underesti-561

mated’ in current GCMs due to potentially inaccurate sensitivities or parametrizations (e.g.562

too weak eddy feedback, Screen et al. (2022)). In our EC-Earth simulations, the amount of563
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ARs that reach the Arctic in any given year and season is strongly linked to the position of564

the jet stream. For most anomalous poleward locations and increased speed of the jet in any565

sector, we found a distinct spatial pattern of increased AR-days in the south-eastern part of566

this sector and the western part of the subsequent sector to the east. Hence, the amount of567

ARs reaching any Arctic region significantly depends on the jet location and speed southwest568

of the region. With increased ARs in a warmer climate this relation strengthens, suggested569

by increased significance in affected regions north of 70°N.570

3.3 Effect of ARs on Arctic Climate571

3.3.1 Annual Means of Seasonal Anomalies572

This section discusses the effect of ARs on Arctic surface air temperature (SAT), pre-573

cipitation (PR) and sea ice concentration (SIC) on interannual time scales. As a first step,574

we regressed sector-specific ARPMT (crossing 70°N) with 2D fields of the three variables.575

In Figure 12 we show annual means of seasonal regressions (i.e. regions where in all seasons576

the regression slope was significant). We generally see a fairly similar spatial pattern across577

seasons, with strongest regressions in winter (partly caused by our annual mean threshold578

which limits winter ARs, increasing the regression strength). Hence we here present an-579

nually averaged regressions, and discuss seasonal differences in the following section 3.3.2.580

We find that the region where ARs cross 70°N distinctly determines the local effect of ARs581

on PR, SAT and SIC. This finding holds true for the warmer climate (3C), but in most582

cases (sectors and variables), the regression strength weakens (Figure 12e-h,m-p,u-x). We583

hypothesize that this is because ARs in 3C dominate total PMT and are based on the PD584

moisture threshold: some 3C ARs are therefore relatively weak, while 3C anomalies in SAT,585

PR and SIC are relative to the 3C climate and therefore more ’anomalous’. This results in586

a reduced average sensitivity of the variables to ARs in 3C.587

In terms of surface warming, we find that ARs originating from all sectors increase SAT588

locally in the respective regions north of the sector. Especially ARs originating from the589

Eurasian sector have a large impact on local SAT: even a 100 kg m-1 s-1 increase in Eurasian590

ARPMT (which is less than half of 1-sigma) can warm up the surface over Northern Eurasia591

and nearby ocean waters by up to 5°C (Figure 12b; 7°C in winter, not shown). Following592

observation-based studies, we suggest that the dominating process driving these higher SAT593

are downwelling longwave fluxes (You et al., 2021; Hegyi & Taylor, 2018). While turbulent594

sensible heat fluxes could also play a role, the warm air transported by ARs increases the595

stability of the lower atmosphere, hindering the warm air aloft to reach the colder surface.596

Komatsu et al. (2018) found observational evidence that warm air masses transported by597

Siberian ARs ascend when reaching the colder surface air over sea ice. This may explain598
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Figure 12: Annual mean of seasonal regressions of ARPMT (here in kg-100 m-1 s-1) in each sector with

local temperature (a-h), precipitation (i-p) and sea ice (q-x) for the PD and 3C climate. Dotted regions

represent areas where the regression is significant (p-value < 0.05) in all seasons. Yellow lines represent the

70°N latitude band and sector divisions.
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why the effect of ARPMT on SAT is strongest for ARs originating from the Eurasian and599

Canadian sector (Figure 12b,d), which are dominantly transported to continental regions600

(i.e. the Northern Eurasian coastline and Greenland) instead of ocean waters. Over the601

central Arctic Ocean, SAT are moderately and fairly equally affected by the amount of602

ARPMT originating from the Atlantic, Eurasian and Pacific sectors (up to 2°C per 100 kg603

m-1 s-1 on average). Over Greenland, SAT are only significantly raised by ARs from the604

Canadian (and to a small degree the Atlantic) sector.605

The PR response to increased ARPMT via the Atlantic and Pacific sectors is similar606

to the SAT response: increased moisture transport results in increased PR in the respective607

Atlantic/Pacific ocean basins and is capable of reaching areas around the North Pole (Figure608

12i,k). Interestingly, Arctic ARs entering from continental Eurasia are not only associated609

with increased PR in the Eurasian Arctic sector, but also decreased (increased) PR over610

Southeast Greenland (the Northeastern Atlantic). Patterns like these can be caused by611

changes in large-scale atmospheric modes such as the NAO; for example, Luo et al. (2016)612

showed that enhanced Ural Blocking drives more moisture from Eurasia into the Arctic, and613

is also linked to a positive NAO mode (which would induce a North Atlantic PR pattern614

as in Figure 12j). Increased Canadian ARPMT results in increased PR over the West coast615

of Greenland and is associated with decreased PR over the East coast. Possible driving616

mechanisms include an enhanced GBH, which (due to the strengthened anticyclonic circu-617

lation) typically decreases PR over Southeast Greenland and the Northern Atlantic. Such618

interrelations highlight that simple correlations and regressions are not always representing619

direct impacts. However, we found a robust pattern of increased PR north of the respective620

sector with high ARPMT, where local PR can increase up to 300 mm yr−1 per 100 kg m-1
621

s-1 of ARPMT (as in the Eurasian sector; Figure 12j).622

The effect on sea ice north of 70°N is relatively subtle, where the total amount of signif-623

icantly affected regions is smaller compared to SAT and PR. While atmospheric processes624

can cause strong melt episodes of sea ice, the sea ice condition is also strongly affected by625

variations in ocean temperature, which can melt sea ice from below. Nonetheless, we find626

that especially ARs from Eurasia can reduce SIC in the Kara Sea by over 20% (Figure 12r).627

In addition to increasing local SAT as shown before (Figure 12b), this indicates that a large628

amount of the transported energy is used to melt sea ice. We also see regions where the629

sea ice response is significantly positive, but our sector analysis suggests that this might not630

represent a direct response to increased ARs; these positive sea ice anomalies are only found631

north and west of 1) Canada and 2) Greenland in years with anomalously high ARPMT632

from the 1) Atlantic and 2) Eurasian sector, instead of the 1) Canadian, and 2) Atlantic633

sector, from which the associated ARs would reach these regions. Rather, they could present634
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another indicator of climate mode states. For example, higher SIC over Northern Canada635

during high Atlantic ARPMT years (Figure 12q) may be related to the positive phase of636

the NAO, which is associated with increased North Atlantic ARs (I. Benedict et al., 2019)637

as well as increased SIC near Canada (Johnston et al., 2005; Qian et al., 2008). However,638

this does not imply that all ARs in our simulations result in reduced SIC, but that the melt639

effect tends to dominate the snow-induced effect.640

To conclude, increased ARPMT locally increases SAT and PR directly north of the641

sector-dependent intrusions, and is dominantly linked to reduced sea ice in the respective642

regions. SATs over the Arctic Ocean increase most in response to high ARPMT reaching643

from continental regions. The PR response to ARs originating from the Atlantic, Eurasian,644

and Pacific sector is significant even north of 80°N, whereas Canadian ARs ’only’ increase645

PR near the Canadian archipelago. The sector distinction of ARPMT offered a more robust646

evidence that the dominating effect on annual SIC is negative (i.e. high ARPMT is linked to647

reduced SIC). However, season-specific or delayed sea ice responses to ARs (e.g. P. Zhang et648

al., 2023) are partly hidden in the annual average of seasonal regressions. Therefore, seasonal649

differences and lags in the response of SAT, PR and SIC are discussed in the following.650

3.3.2 Seasonal Extreme Events651

Lastly we discuss seasonal differences in the context of extreme ARPMT and Arctic652

climate events. To do so, we filtered out area-averaged extreme events for ARPMT (across653

70°N) and the other variables (north of 70°N). In contrast to section 3.3.1 we investigate the654

seasonal sum of ARPMT reaching the Arctic from all sectors. For each season and variable,655

we narrow down the number of events to 100 which all lie above 1.4-sigma. This leaves us656

with the 100 most extreme events out of 1,600 seasonal means. For consistency, we also657

used the same 1,600 years to investigate annual means.658

As expected, we find that the mean of the 100 extreme anomalies in the 3C climate659

is higher than the mean of the present-day anomalies in all seasons (Figure 13). However660

this increase is modest compared to the mean increase (Figure 13a), which is in agreement661

with the earlier results of a decreased CoV of ARPMT. For example, the mean of ARPMT662

crossing 70°N in winter increases by 211% from PD to 3C, whereas the mean of extreme663

winter anomalies only increases by 158%. We also did not find any significant increase or664

decrease in the number of simultaneous extreme events of ARPMT with most variables in665

response to a warmer climate, suggesting that the Arctic climate will remain equally affected666

by extreme AR events in the future.667
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Figure 13: a: Overview of the relative increase of mean ARPMT (left column) and mean of 100 ARPMT

extreme events (right column) of each season and climate. b: Light (Dark) green solid horizontal line

represents the mean of annually averaged total ARPMT in the PD (3C) climate. Dotted lines represent the

respective mean of the 100 most extreme ARPMT events out of 1,600 years. The vertical bars indicate the

number of events where in the same year the PR, SAT or sea ice was one of the highest (SIC+) or lowest

(SIC-) in the PD (orange) and 3C (brown) climate. For sea ice, also the effect on the sea ice area in the

following year (Suc. Y.) or season is shown. c-f: Same as b) but for individual seasons.

Annually averaged, 18 out of the 100 most extreme ARPMT seasonal events coincide668

with the warmest surface air anomalies. Spring and winter SAT show the greatest re-669

sponse to extreme ARPMT anomalies, with up to 27 years coinciding with extreme ARPMT670

anomalies. The colder seasons are generally more sensitive to extreme PMT events, which671

can significantly increase the downward longwave radiation (Woods et al., 2013). In the672

summer, only 9 of the extreme ARPMT events coincide with any of the 100 warmest Arctic673

summers.674

Consistent with the regressions above, extreme PR shows the strongest link to extreme675

ARPMT in all seasons. The number of high PR events coinciding with the years of strongest676
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ARPMT events is fairly persistent across seasons, with 32 (summer) to 41 (spring) simulta-677

neous seasonal events in the present-day climate. As shown earlier, almost all sectors induce678

a significant PR increase even north of 80°N (Figure 12i-k). With increased warming, the679

amount of simultaneous PR and ARPMT events slightly decreases in most seasons except680

winter. In 3C winters, nearly half (46) of all 100 ARPMT events co-occur with the 100 most681

intense Arctic PR years.682

We did not find any cases where any of the 100 lowest annually averaged SIC occurred683

in one of the highest ARPMT years (Figure 13b). Despite the lack of an annual relation684

between extreme ARPMT and low SIC events, we found significant decreases of SIC in685

response to extreme ARPMT events in all seasons (Figure 13c-f). Out of the 100 most686

extreme ARPMT events, we found at least 10 events where the same as well as the subse-687

quent season showed one of the 100 lowest SIC. The number of cases in which either the688

same season or the following season showed decreased SIC is very similar, which signifies689

the sustained melt effect of increased water vapour and temperature over sea ice. The signal690

is strongest in spring (19 simultaneous events in the PD climate), where the effect on SAT691

and PR is also largest. In all seasons, the number of simultaneous low SIC and ARPMT692

extreme events slightly decreases towards 3C. This is likely due to a significantly smaller sea693

ice area in 3C which is limited to the central Arctic Ocean 10). While we detected a small694

amount of cases with increased SIC in either the same year or the following year of extreme695

annual ARPMT events, the number of such events is too small to robustly infer a direct696

effect (i.e. increased snowfall inducing more ice growth and/or protecting it from melting).697

However, we found a significant increase in simultaneous extreme high SIC and ARPMT698

events in summer and autumn from the PD to the 3C climate, with up to 8 simultaneous699

extreme ARPMT and high SIC summer or autumn seasons. A possible explanation is that700

the sea ice- covered area in summer and autumn in the 3C climate is located very far north701

(Figure 10b,c), where temperatures are low enough to allow part of the moisture brought702

by extreme ARPMT events to fall as snow. However we refer back to the ARPMT and703

SIC regressions, which revealed that the areas with increased SIC did not lie within the704

AR pathways and were more likely a characteristic byproduct of climate modes such as the705

NAO. The strength of e.g. a positive NAO phase and its consequence on SIC could thus play706

a role on whether the area-averaged sea ice response in our results to increased ARPMT is707

dominantly positive or negative. Therefore our results strongly suggest a primarily negative708

direct SIC response to ARPMT in both the present-day and a warmer climate, which is in709

line with P. Zhang et al. (2023).710

In short, extreme ARPMT events are strongly linked to extreme anomalies in Arctic711

SAT and PR in all seasons. Extremes in PR are most likely to occur simultaneously to ex-712
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treme ARPMT events, with up to 46% of the most extreme winter ARPMT and PR events713

occurring in the same year. Extreme anomalies in SAT are also more likely to coincide with714

extreme ARPMT events in the colder spring and winter seasons, whereas summer temper-715

atures are less sensitive to anomalous ARPMT events, which in part is due to our choice716

of threshold), but also a sign of increased local processes affecting the Arctic climate, such717

as variations in surface shortwave heating, surface albedo and local moisture uptake from718

areas with reduced sea ice (Holland & Landrum, 2015; Vázquez et al., 2017).719

720

3.4 Caveats721

This study contains a number of choices that potentially affect the results. We stress722

that all present-day and future ARs are calculated using an annual-mean threshold. This723

allowed us to directly compare individual seasons, but implies that the absolute amount of724

ARs and ARPMT in each season could be considered as over- or underestimated considering725

the seasonally varying mean conditions. For example, due to lower moisture availability in726

colder seasons we would capture more winter ARs when using a seasonal threshold, but727

they would carry significantly less moisture and may have less of an impact compared to728

summer ARs. Furthermore, our results are limited to the model-dependent representation729

of the present-day and future climate in EC-Earth2.3, e.g. modes of climate variability or730

the position and strength of the jet stream (C. Liu & Barnes, 2015; Neff, 2018; I. Benedict et731

al., 2019; Ma et al., 2021; Gao et al., 2015). For example, the poleward shift in our Atlantic732

jet and ARs could be underestimated, as the present-day North Atlantic jet in EC-Earth2.3733

shows a poleward displacement compared to ERA5 (Döscher et al., 2022; Hazeleger et al.,734

2012). Lastly, the relation of ARs to Arctic climate as presented in this study is limited to735

a simple linear regression. Additional investigations of responsible processes could increase736

certainty about the direct effect of ARs on Arctic climate variations.737

4 Conclusions738

We evaluated Arctic ARs and moisture transport using long continuous coupled model739

simulations from EC-Earth2.3 to robustly investigate the influence of AR variability on740

Arctic climate. AR characteristics are comparable between ERA5 the present-day climate741

in EC-Earth. The application of a fixed relative as well as a relative method for the detection742

of future ARs allowed us to identify whether future AR changes are primarily caused by743

thermodynamic changes or are also dynamically driven.744

Firstly, we showed that the increase in total PMT variability is weak compared to745

the increase in mean PMT. Contrary results of other studies that imply a slight increase746
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in the CoV of PMT are likely based on a simplified PMT calculation that includes EMT,747

which show opposite CoV trends to strictly northward PMT. Our results thus allude to748

a more consistent, less variable PMT to the Arctic, which is mainly caused by the strong749

increase in moisture transported by ARs. In a +3°C warmer than PI climate, 95% of the750

additional PMT is carried by ARs, increasing the total share of ARPMT to PMT from751

42 to 53%. Correspondingly, the PMT carried by ARs becomes more consistent and less752

variable from year to year; scaling the IAV of ARPMT by its mean suggests a relative753

decrease in variability that is significant in all seasons and strongest in winter and spring.754

By distinguishing AR-intensity from AR-frequency, we showed that this decrease in ARPMT755

CoV is not caused by a less variable amount of moisture content per AR (intensity), but of756

AR-days per year (frequency). Simply put, Arctic AR-days are more consistent in warmer757

climates, but the transported moisture per AR will be highly variable.758

The Arctic-wide mean increase in ARs in our 3C simulation is almost exclusively caused759

by significantly higher atmospheric moisture levels. Dynamical changes are merely of sec-760

ondary importance in generating future AR changes, but can regionally amplify (as over the761

North Atlantic) or dampen (as over Greenland and most Arctic Ocean areas) the moisture-762

induced increase in ARs. However we reiterate that dynamical responses strongly depend763

on the model-specific dynamic mean state and sensitivity to future warming. For example,764

the majority of additional ARs in the 3C simulations reach the Arctic from the Atlantic765

instead of the Pacific sector, which is likely a side effect of a poleward shift of the North766

Atlantic jet stream (as shown by more future AR-days in r3C).767

The amount of ARs reaching any Arctic region in our simulations significantly depends768

on the jet location and speed southwest of the region. For most anomalous poleward lo-769

cations and increased speed of the jet in any sector, we found a distinct spatial pattern770

of increased AR-days in the south-eastern part of this sector and the western part of the771

subsequent sector to the east. With increased ARs towards a warmer climate, this relation772

is strengthening, shown by increased significance in affected regions north of 70°N. We did773

not find strong changes in the mean latitude and speed of the jet stream in most seasons774

and sectors. However these non-existing mean trends of jet latitude and speed may be in-775

correctly represented in most current GCMs, which also affects AR changes (Screen et al.,776

2022; Ma et al., 2021). Assuming a climate change-induced equatorward shift of the North777

Atlantic jet as suggested by Screen et al. (2022), more (less) ARs would reach Greenland778

(Northern Europe and the Barents and Kara Seas) (Figure 11). That said, mean changes779

in jet properties towards warmer climates may not be very noticeable due to strong inter-780

annual variations which are often linked to climate modes such as the NAO or the GBH781

(I. Benedict et al., 2019; J. J. Benedict et al., 2019; Barrett et al., 2020; Rimbu et al., 2007).782
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Our results provide a reference for common jet-AR interactions and suggest that jet stream783

variability and AR occurrences are most robustly linked on a regional basis.784

Increased ARPMT is directly linked to increases in Arctic SAT and PR and decreases785

in sea ice. We have shown that the particular affected areas are mostly limited to the precise786

location of ARs (i.e. north of the respective sector of the AR ’entrances’). This holds true787

for the PD as well as the 3C climate (in which regressions were even lower, probably in788

response to the increased consistency of ARs). By examining extreme events in addition to789

annual seasonal-based regressions, we established that the predominant effect of ARs on sea790

ice is negative in all seasons and both climates. However, the SIC sensitivity to increased791

ARPMT appears much weaker compared to PR and SAT, due to several possible factors792

such as strong regional differences (Figure 12), including negative (and thus compensating)793

signals, or the ability of sea ice to quickly recover from melt episodes. Our results suggest794

that ARs originating from Eurasia have the largest effect on Arctic climate variability,795

especially on SAT and SIC. Extreme anomalies in SAT and PR are most likely to coincide796

with extreme ARPMT events in the colder spring and winter seasons. As for PR, up to797

46% of the most extreme winter ARPMT and PR events occur in the same year.798

The largely unchanged or even negative strength in the relation between ARPMT and799

Arctic climate variability towards continuous warming is very likely a sign of the increased800

consistency of ARs, in addition to the increased importance of local Arctic processes. The801

relatively low variability and cases of extreme events compared to mean changes in ARs802

should thus be taken in context of the possible implications in a warmer Arctic climate, in803

which ARs penetrate further north, and increased mean temperatures cause more PR to804

fall as rain instead of snow, further accelerating Arctic amplification.805
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Appendix A806

Figure A1: Mean IVT in the EC-Earth present-day, 2C and 3C climates, plotted behind three different

masks indicating the effect of the minimum IVT thresholds of 50 kg m-1 s-1 for the present-day climate and

70 kg m-1 s-1 for the future climates.

Figure A2: Spatial mean difference of annual surface air temperature (tas), precipitation (pr) and sea ice

concentration (sic) north of 70°N between EC-Earth (present-day ensemble) and ERA5 (2005-2020).
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Figure A3: Annually averaged AR-related poleward moisture transport (ARPMT) and quartiles and outliers

of the present-day (PD), +2°C warmer than PI (2C) and +3°C warmer than PI (3C) EC-Earth climate runs.

The average % of ARPMT is also shown for the 3 different thresholds used.
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